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When no flooding occurs, include miscellaneous river conditions below the small box, such as significant rises, record low
stages, ice conditions, snow cover, droughts, and hydrologic products issued (NWS Instruction 10 -924).

X

An X inside this box indicates that no flooding occurred within this hydrologic service area .

September 2018 continue the trend for summer 2018 of being warm and slightly below normal for rainfall
across Northern New York and Vermont. The month was fairly active with a series of cold fronts followed by
periods of dry weather. With streamflows still quite low to start the month, none of the rainfall resulted in any
flooding. Area wide the North Country received between 2.5-5.5 inches with most of southern and northern
Vermont seeing more than 4 inches of rain for the month as shown in Figure 1. This resulted in portions of
northern and southern Vermont being above normal for rainfall for the month while across New York and
central Vermont rainfall totals were once again below normal shown in Figure 2 with temperatures well above
normal shown in Figure 3. The heaviest precipitation came over a two day period from over the 25th and the 27th
of September where a narrow axis of rainfall from the Adirondacks up through north western Vermont received
between 1 to 2 inches of rainfall (Figure 4). The rainfall was enough however that the D2 drought status across
the northern Greens and the Adirondacks did reduce slightly in overall area although still portions remained in
D2 drought status shown in Figure 5 and monthly streamflows remain well below normal for most of the North
Country shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 1: Monthly total rainfall (September 2018)
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Figure 2: Monthly departure from normal for rainfall (September 2018)
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Figure 4: Monthly mean temperatures departure from normal (September 2018)
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Figure 4: Rainfall totals from September 26th.
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Figure 5: Drought status as of 2 October, 2018
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Figure 6: Map of monthly streamflow compared to historical streamflow for the month of September 2018
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